WTKC 89.7 FM History
The process of making calls and filling out forms was only a part of bringing this vision to
reality. The conversion of an upstairs storage room and undersized spare room into the fully
functional production studio currently known as
WTKC would prove another big task.
Many volunteers are to thank for the painstaking labor necessary to complete the final
product of our current facilities. We know that your labor is not in vain,
and our prayer is that God bless you richly!
Many obstacles and outside influences would seek to hinder or halt the progress as the final
stages of the process took place.
Without a doubt there were many radio stations who would love to
have acquired our beloved "89.7 FM" frequency.
Pastor Juan never lost sight of the vision God had place in his heart. Ever faithful, he
continued to press on toward the mark of the high calling of God that is in Christ Jesus!
We finally flipped the switch on June 3rd 2007
After countless test runs, cups of coffee, mic checks
and late nights we began broadcasting 24-7 !
To date WTKC has been "On-Air" for over four years and continues to grow
and reach more souls through it's
"Uniquely Refreshing" Music and Biblical teachings.
Our progamming features both local and syndicated ministers such as Pastor Juan Salinas
(CLGM Inc.)
and Greg Laurie (Harvest ministries)
Including music styles from "Praise & Worship" to "Contemporary" to "Gospel/R&B"
Our Kingdom minded programs have given many individuals the opportunity to accept Jesus
Christ as their personal Lord and Savior. We continue to believe that many more lives will be
transformed and restored to the Glory of God!
This ministry is listener supported which means you will never hear paid advertisements
or commercial interruptions.
Just music with a clear message and the Living Word of God!
"Stay tuned, be blessed and enjoy!"

